
 
 

Canada has a funny way of slipping in

between the cracks of accountability.

Much of our nationalism is intertwined in

the idea of multiculturalism; where

Canada is expected to be culturally

tolerant, socially active and racially

aware, so... no one checks if they

actually are.

 

Finding statistics, reports, and articles

easily accessible to the general public

on trends of Black entrepreneurs in

Canada is near impossible. In part, I

would argue this is due to Canada

gravitating towards collecting overly

generalized race statistics in order to

maintain the Canadian brand.
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Even though Canada has a habit of only

showing it’s good hand, there are bits and

pieces of Canadian-based information that

begin to tell the story of Canadian Black

entrepreneurs. When coupling this with

America’s racialized statistics and consistent

trends across North America - the Black

Canadian entrepreneur’s story exists

somewhere in between those lines.



W H A T  D O  W E  K N O W

Well, we know in 2016 1.2 million Black

bodies called Canada home, and we

know this number continues to rise with

population increases that doubled in the

last 20 years (Maheux,2019).

 

We know Toronto accounts for the

majority of Canada’s Black population,

with 36.9% residing in the GTA

(Maheux,2019).

 

We also know that minority populations

in Canada continue to rise following

similar trends across North America. In

recent years stats have found a rise in

African Americans entering the

entrepreneurial realm which also align

with the trends shown in Canadian

minority entrepreneurialism.

Launching May
28th 2020
Toronto’s first
preloaded Black
Business directory:
with over 200+
businesses - All
Black Owned, All
GTA Located, All
Available during
COVID-19.

Entrepreneurialism represents a space

where Black bodies are able to reinvent

the workforce.

 

Realistically, we also know that

entrepreneurialism is privilege, and not

everyone can - or even wants to be an

entrepreneur. But yet, we all have a role

in the entrepreneurial experience and its

success.  And with that, this article was

written for both the Black business owner

and conscious consumer, as they are

dependent upon one another for its

survival. BlackExecs makes this

dependency easy. 

WHY THE SUDDEN CHANGE

The obvious influence increased

immigration would have on the economic

sector cannot be ignored. But what

correlation does the white collar

workforce have to Black individuals

seeking out entrepreneurship? Or how

does economic strain in Toronto’s Black

community result in a domino effect into

entrepreneurialism?

 

What we do know is, entrepreneurialism

presents a new lane for Black bodies. A

space where its been found they can

successfully compete, without being

subject to the harsh effects of 
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